Hot chocolate maths

With the cold weather we have been experiencing, Kindy 2 were keeping warm with Hot Chocolate maths.

First we discussed hot chocolate and took a little survey to see how many liked hot chocolate and how many did not like it. Reasons for not liking it included "too hot" and "did not taste nice!"

Next we snipped craft maize noodles into mini marshmallow shapes to put in our mugs. We had to count how many marshmallows we had. It was fun cutting the maize noodles as they were "squishy". The more we cut the more we had to count!
To finish off, we had REAL hot chocolate to drink and had fun counting out our REAL marshmallows!

We had 5 each and tried different ways to count them, no matter how we arranged our marshmallows, we always ended up with 5……until we had to take one away!

It was fun seeing our marshmallows floating to the top and slowly melting.